The present work is focused on numerical analysis of combustion instabilities affected by oscillating inlet flows. A non-premixed flame is considered for this purpose. First, oscillations in fuel flow was investigated. In this case different frequencies and amplitudes were investigated where instabilities were observed for the frequencies lower than 75 Hz in form of blow-off. These instabilities are also dependent on the amplitude of oscillations. As the frequency increases up to 25 Hz the amplitude of oscillations, which is the cause of flame instabilities, decreases so that in the frequency of 25 Hz the critical amplitude is 0.45 m. As the frequency surpasses 25 Hz the critical amplitude increases. The effect of oscillations in air flow on the flame behavior is also studied. In this case instability was observed as flashback where frequency is the dominant factor so that even small amplitude oscillations yield flashback. The critical frequency for oscillations in air flow is 1100 Hz so the frequencies below this limit cause instability. Also, when simultaneous oscillations of air and fuel flow were applied, both forms of flashback and blow-off were observed depending on the frequencies.
INTRODUCTION
Combustion instability is a consequence of complicated feedbacks from the interaction between periodic flow fields, chemical kinetics, released heat and pressure fluctuations. The resultant instabilities cause vibrations in system, increase thermal stress on walls, also lead to flame blow-off and flashback. Thus, investigation of this phenomenon is of great importance regarding its wide range of application, namely industrial gas turbines, furnaces and burners.
Although combustion instability has been studied by several researchers previously, the subject is still investigated to date due to its complicacy. Fleifil et al. [1] in 1996 proposed an analytical model to describe the dynamic response of a steady laminar premixed flame. Lieuwen and Zinn [2] in 1998, theoretically studied combustion instabilities in gas turbines with low NOx emissions in lean premixed condition. They showed that the interaction between combustion chamber pressure and the inlet velocity of reactants induce combustion instabilities. This interaction causes fluctuations in equivalence ratio which are conveyed through intake channel to combustion chamber by the main flow. This causes highamplitude fluctuations in released heat which in turn give rise to combustion instabilities. Their results indicated that the fluctuations in equivalence ratio plays a key role in the excitement of combustion instability in gas turbines of this kind. Lee et al. [3] in 2000 proposed novel measurements of equivalence ratio fluctuations in combustion instability mode for a lean premixed flame in a particular combustion chamber. They applied infrared technic to measure equivalence ratio in the combustion chamber of a gas turbine and calibrated it for pressures and temperatures higher than 600 kPa and 683 K, respectively. Chaparro and Cetegen [4] in 2006 conducted an experiment on three types of bluff bodies. They studied flame stability in a propane premixed burner with oscillating flow at different frequencies. They concluded that the equivalence ratio at which flame separation occurs depends on the frequency of inlet flow. Fritsche et al. [5] in 2007 conducted experimental investigations to discover stable flames of both kind lean and rich. In this study a set of stable and unstable flame types were revealed based on inlet temperature and equivalence ratio.
In addition, Chaudhuri and Cetegen [6] in 2008 studied turbulent flame blow-off stabilized by bluff body with upstream spatial mixture gradients and velocity oscillations. These researchers signified a correlation between equivalence ratio and spatial mixture gradient. Zhao and Morgans [7] in 2009 implemented a passive control method in order to damp combustion instabilities. Lilleberg et al. [8] in 2009 investigated the USR model response to variations in inlet flow rate, temperature and equivalence ratio. In addition, they compared the chemical kinetics mechanism used by Lieuwen and a detailed kinetics mechanism for propane as well as methane. They proved that equivalence ratio is of great importance in combustion instability. Qiao et al. [9] in 2010 conducted experimental and numerical studies to investigate the effect of adding diluents on the extinction of an air/methane premixed flame. The extinction was traced by carbon dioxide, nitrogen and argon through thermal and radiation loss. Due to a high thermal diffusion coefficient, helium needs more energy at the onset of combustion process compared to that for other species while when using carbon dioxide as the diluent, both physical and chemical phenomena are effective. Hernández et al. Mansour et al. [10] in 2012 designed and developed a highly stabilized concentric flow conical nozzle burner for partially premixed flames. They investigated the stabilization mechanism based on two dimensional measurements of flow and temperature fields. Hernández et al. [11] in 2013 studied the concept of flame stabilizing using biomass gasification gas. They showed that the natural gas derived from biomass combustion has a higher laminar burn rate which in turn results in lower NOx emission, however it augments flashback region. Oh et al. [12] in 2013 studied the effect of adding hydrogen to a non-premixed oxymethane flame. The experiments were carried out for different fuel jet and oxygen velocities. They found that as hydrogen mole fraction increases, flame stabilization improves.
Furthermore, Fan et al. [13] in 2013 studied the effect of blockage ratio of bluff body on hydrogen/air flame instability in a particular combustion chamber. The results indicated that there is a direct relationship between flame instability and blockage ratio of the bluff body. Also, Fan et al. [14] in 2014 numerically investigated the shape of bluff body on blow-off limit. Hydrogen and oxygen were considered as the fuel and oxidizer, respectively. The result of this study signified a higher flame stability for semicircular bluff body compared to triangular one. Also they concluded that the effect of heat loss on blow-off limit is not significant. Oh and Noh [15] in 2014 experimentally investigated the influence of CO2 diluent in a methane/air non-premixed flame. Their aim was to study the effect of adding carbon dioxide with different mole fractions to oxidizer jet on flame stability and behavior. They showed that as CO2 mole fraction increases flame stability deteriorates. Li et al. [16] in 2016 studied the angle of swirl flow in a hybrid combustor and analyzed its effect on combustion dynamics as well as NOx formation. Using LES method, these researchers attempted to find a range of swirl angles in which combustion is stable. In 2017, Khalil and Gupta [17] experimentally studied mixtures of oxygen, CO2 and methane in terms of flame stability. They particularly examined the effect of carbon dioxide dilution on flame fluctuations and realized that increasing CO2 (the diluent) to a certain extent increases the flame fluctuations while further increasing of the diluent results in a more stable flame.
In the present work, the effect of oscillating inlet flows on combustion instability is numerically studied. First, the effect of oscillations in fuel flow rate is studied. Different frequencies and amplitudes are considered for this purpose. Next, the effect of oscillations in inlet air flow is investigated. In the end, the effect of simultaneous oscillations of both fuel and air flows is studied.
NUMERICAL METHOD AND GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The simulation is performed using Open Foam software. Perfectly Stirred Reactor (PSR) model is applied to simulate the combustion process. The model has been proved to be a feasible method for this purpose [18] [19] [20] . Also, RNG k-ε model is used to simulate the turbulence.
The following equations are applied in Favre averaged form for transient compressible flow [21] . Mass conservation equation is given as:
where, denotes density and is the -direction velocity component. Also, the tilde shows Favre averaged terms and overbar pertains to Reynolds averaged terms. Mean momentum conservation is defined as:
where, p is pressure, and are viscous stress tensor and body-force acceleration in -direction, respectively. Also, transport equation in terms of mean mass fraction is:
where, � is the mean mass fraction of an individual species in a mixture of N species. Also, D is the diffusion coefficient and denotes species k net production volumetric rate as a result of chemical reaction. Considering total enthalpy h, the energy transport equation is:
where, and are thermal diffusivity and thermal energy produced internally, respectively. The following equation accounts for the Reynolds stresses:
where, denotes Kronecker delta. Also, eddy viscosity is defined as:
where, is a constant, k is Turbulence kinetic energy and denotes turbulence kinetic energy dissipation rate. For the turbulence fluxes in Equations 3 and 4, gradient model is given as:
where, is a constant. Turbulence kinetic energy, k, is defined as:
where, is a constant and G is the rate of turbulence kinetic energy production defined as:
Also, turbulence kinetic energy dissipation rate, , is given as:
where, , 1 and 2 are constants. The following values are recommended by [21, 22] for the model constants: =1, =0.7, =1.3, = 0.09, 1 =1.44 and 1 =1.92,.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section the possibility of combustion instability due to various factors are investigated and the regions prone to instability are determined. At first, validation of the numerical approach is presented, next the effect of oscillating inlet flow on flame behavior is included.
Validation

Transient condition
The results of the present work are compared against the numerical studies of Lilleberg et al. [8] . They performed two types of numerical simulations: first, a simulation using detailed mechanism with 325 elementary reactions. Second, a simulation using single step mechanism, whose results are compared to the results of the detailed mechanism simulation.
In the present study, a single step mechanism is applied and the model of a premixed reactor is considered for combustion and extinction simulations. Figure 1 depicts equivalence ratio and flow temperature at the reactor inlet. Temperature rises gradually until combustion occurs. Afterward, inlet flow temperature is decreased to 300 K. Equivalence ratio is equal 1 until 0.025 s, then decreases. [8] . The reactor temperature is equal to the inlet flow temperature until the onset of combustion after which the steady state condition is attained. Then it decreases in accordance with the decrease of equivalence ratio. As the charge gets lean, extinction occurs and the temperature falls to the inlet temperature again.
As shown in Figure 2 , the maximum discrepancy for the present work is found to be 10.5 percent in comparison with the results of the numerical study with 325 reactions and 53 species. The comparison shows that the present study has done a better job compared with the single step simulation performed by the reference [8] , meaning the present results are closer to the results of the simulation with detailed mechanism. Figure 4 shows methane mass fraction as a function of radial distance from the center. Mass fraction decreases as the distance from the center and from fuel inlet increases. The results of the current work are close to the experimental data, signifying the numerical approach for steady mode is reliable.
Grid dependency
A structured mesh is applied to the computational domain. Increasing the number of grids improves the results at the expense of computational time. Therefore, a grid study is performed to achieve the optimum number of grids. Figure 5 depicts temperature variation along the radial distance of the combustor at the axial distance of 0.052 m from inlet for different grid numbers. Increasing the grid numbers larger than 3086 do not bring about a significant improvement, thus, 3086 cells are considered to minimize the computation time and cost. 
Combustion instability due to inlet oscillations
The flame geometry considered for this study is analogous to that depicted in Figure 3 . Fuel and air are introduced to the reactor at velocities of 62.5 and 18 m/s, respectively. Also, the inlet pressure is atmospheric in all cases. At first, results for fuel oscillations, next air oscillations and in the end simultaneous oscillations in fuel and air are presented.
Fuel flow oscillations
In this section, oscillation is applied to fuel flow in various amplitudes and frequencies in the form of Eq. (12):
where, U and Ust denote oscillating velocity and steady state velocity, respectively. Also, A is the amplitude of oscillations and f and t represent frequency and time, respectively. It takes 0.1 s for the flame to reach steady state after which it is subjected to oscillation. The study begins with the case with the frequency and amplitude of 25 Hz and 0.8 m, respectively.
The study is carried out for 10 periods and the moments of blow-off occurrence is determined. Flame blow-off occurs at 0.1065, 0.1427, 0.1828, 0.2228, 0.2628, 0.3028, 0.3428, 0.3828, 0.4228 s. Given these time steps one can realize that instability occurs periodically in this case. The fifth cycle is considered for further studies and the oscillation of fuel flow is applied with a frequency and amplitude of 25 Hz and 0.8 m, respectively. In order to achieve more details on this phenomenon, various parameters are studied at the axial distance of 0.052 m from inlet where blowoff has occurred. Figure 6 presents temperature as a function of a dimensionless parameter which is defined as the radial distance, r, divided by the inlet fuel jet radius, R. In the fifth period, the following time steps are studied: 0.3, 0.3028, 0.3065, 0.31, and 0.32 s with corresponding velocities of 25.5, 17.12, 36.37, 62.5, and 112.5 m/s, respectively.
The curve for the time step of 0.1 s pertains to the steady state condition. It increases to a maximum then drastically falls. In fact, temperature rises due to an increase in the fuel mass participating in reaction while the opposite occurs for the decreasing region. The temperature curve for 0.3 s starts from 1900 K and decreases for r/R larger than 4. As it is shown, in the increasing region the dimensionless distance is smaller compared with that in the decreasing region. This is due to the high unmixedness factor of 0.9 at this time step (values close to 1 signify a proper unmixedness of fuel and air). In the fifth cycle, blow-off occurs at 0.3028 s and the corresponding temperature curve starts from 2000 K and falls continuously. It can be seen in Figure 6 that extinction occurs at 0.3065 s that is slightly after the occurrence of blow-off at 0.3028 s. Also, Figure 6 depicts flame thickness, 3.2 units at 0.1 s and 4 units at the moment of blow-off. Despite the same fuel velocities at 0.1 and 0.3 s, temperature curves are different at these time steps. On the other hand the temperature curves for 0.1 and 0.32 s are the same while the fuel velocity at 0.32 s is 112.5 m/s. The reason for this lag is that it takes a while for upstream fluctuations to affect downstream. All cases tend to reach the air temperature at the maximum radial distance. Figure 7a depicts temperature distribution in the combustion chamber at 0.1 s which corresponds to the steady state condition before the onset of oscillations. Figure 7b shows temperature distribution in combustion chamber at the lowest fuel flow velocity, 12.5 m/s and Figure 7c shows temperature contour at 0.3028 s when blow-off occurs. Figure 8 depicts methane mass fraction for the studied time steps. At 0.1 s the mass fraction starts at 0.54 for the dimensionless distance of zero and ends to 0 at dimensionless distance of 7. The reason is that r/R of 7 is far from the fuel inlet and rather close to the air inlet. At the moment of blowoff, i.e. 0.3028 s, and before r/R of 4.2, methane mass fraction is slightly larger than zero while after that distance it becomes zero. This is due to the fact that at this time step the entering fuel takes part in reaction and burns up, keeping methane mass fraction about zero. Also, at the moment of extinction, methane mass fraction is found to be zero all over the radial distance. In fact, all the fuel entering the combustion chamber generates a rather short flame at the inlet; therefore, no fuel mass reaches the axial distance of 0.052 m which is the location depicted in Figure 8 . Also, the mass fraction remains zero at this time step along the radius of the chamber. Mass fraction curve for the time step of 0.3 s starts from 0.08 at r/R of 0 and decreases continuously. By comparing Figure 6 with Figure 8 for this time step it can be noted that up to r/R of 4.2 the amount of available fuel is more than the fuel participating in reaction. Also, for the r/R values in the range of 4.2 to 5, the flame causes the methane to burn up which in turn results in a mass fraction of zero in this radial distance. Figure 9 presents oxygen mass fraction as a function of the dimensionless distance parameter at the axial distance of 0.052 m. It pertains to inlet air velocity of 18 m/s. At this time, inlet fuel is subjected to oscillations. Oxygen mass fraction at 0.1 s is zero for r/R values of 0 to 6. For r/R values larger than 6, oxygen mass fraction drastically rises up to 0.23. The zero mass fraction of oxygen for r/R between 0 and 0.4 is explained by the fact that no air is present at this time (as shown in Figure  12 for nitrogen mass fraction). For r/R values of 0.4 to 6, oxygen completely takes part in reaction and burns up. In the end, the mass fraction reaches up to 0.23 because the corresponding radial distance is far away from the fuel inlet so that no reaction occurs at that location, therefore the air remains unused. At the moment of blow-off, oxygen mass fraction starts from 0.023 and ends to 0.23. Oxygen mass fraction has a nonzero value at all radial locations which is due to the fact that the present oxygen is not properly mixed with methane and a large amount of it does not participate in reaction. At the time step corresponding to extinction, mass fraction starts at 0.125 and ends to 0.23 and for the time step of 0.31 s it remains zero up to r/R of 7.5, then starts to increase. In fact, air is not present up to r/R of 2 and from that on oxygen starts to participate in reaction.
Figure 9.
Oxygen mass fraction at the axial location of 0.052 m Figure 10 depicts carbon dioxide mass fraction at the axial distance of 0.052 m as a function of r/R. For the time step of 0.1 s, when the inlet fuel is not subjected to oscillations yet, mass fraction starts from 0.07 and rises to its maximum, 0.14, at r/R of 6. After that, it falls to zero at r/R of 12.5. The increasing region is due to the ongoing burning reaction and subsequent decrease in mass fraction of methane (Figure 8) , also it is due to the fact that the reaction itself generates carbon dioxide. On the other hand the decreasing region is due to lack of combustion reaction at the axial distances larger than 7.4 ( Figure 6 ). At 0.3 s, mass fraction starts from 0.14 and increases to its maximum then diminishes. It should be pointed out that at 0.3 s fuel flow rate is minimum. For r/R of 0 to 5, the oxygen totally burns up in reaction which generates carbon dioxide and results in a rise in its mass fraction. After r/R of 5 it falls due to the decrease in combustion reaction and increase in oxygen mass fraction. At the moment of blow-off, carbon dioxide mass fraction starts from 0.125 and diminishes continuously.
Also, for the time steps of 0.31 and 0.32 s, carbon dioxide mass fraction variations are similar such that they increase to their maximum then decrease to 0. The reason for this behavior is that despite the abundancy of fuel near the center line (small r/R values) the amount of oxygen is not significant, not adequate for the fuel to burn up completely. As r/R increases, the amount of oxygen rises, resulting in a more proper mixing. This trend continues until the best mixing is provided, generating more carbon dioxide. After the peak, the amount of oxygen rises progressively while the fuel mass decreases to zero in the end. Therefore, no combustion occurs and carbon dioxide mass fraction becomes zero.
In addition, Figure 10 indicates that at the moment of blowoff carbon dioxide mass fraction at the center line (r/R equal 0) is less than that for the time step of 0.3 s. However, in Figure  6 this is converse for temperature, simply because more mass requires more heat to reach the combustion temperature. This fact leads to a drop in temperature. mass fraction starts from 0.058 at the center line (r/R=0) and reaches the maximum at r/R of 6, while from this point on it diminishes continuously. In fact, before the maximum, H2O is generated as a product of the ongoing combustion reaction, thus mass fraction is increasing. Afterward, the combustion reaction is over and mass fraction of H2O decreases. Also, as it can be noted in Figure 11 at 0.3 s mass fraction curve has two distinct parts. In the first part, before r/R of 5, mass fraction is slowly increasing while at the next region, after r/R of 5, it rises rapidly. The reason is that in the first region the presence of both oxygen and methane leads to combustion while in the next region the reaction gradually stops due to the lack of proper mixing, therefore methane mass fraction falls to zero (Figure 8 ). Also, as it is depicted in Figure 6 , flame does not exist after r/R of 6. At the moment of flame blow-off, mass fraction starts at its maximum value at r/R of 0 and diminishes to 0 continuously. The reason for this trend is that as the radial distance increases, burning reaction mitigates that diminishes the amount of combustion products. Figure 14 depicts the location of flame blow-off versus frequency. The blow-off location is presented as the radial distance at which it occurs divided by the fuel jet radius. Flame blow-off starts from r/R of 59 at the frequency of 5 Hz and diminishes to its minimum value then slowly rises. Low frequencies are close to steady condition (no oscillation) indicating the time step of 0.1. Figure 15a as a function of frequency and amplitude of oscillations in fuel flow. In fact, the flame behavior is simulated with the same air velocity but the fuel flow velocity is subjected to oscillations in different frequencies. By analyzing the results the stable regions are identified. As it is depicted in Figure 15a , at frequencies higher than 75 Hz no instability occurs which is due to the fact that it takes a certain time for upstream to impact downstream. In other words, if the period of oscillations is less than 0.01333 s blow-off does not occur.
Air flow oscillations
In this section, the influence of inlet air oscillations on flame behavior is investigated. In this case, combustion instability is observed as flashback. The equation applied for the oscillations is the same for fuel oscillations. Flame behavior is studied with frequency and amplitude of 25 Hz and 0.8 m, respectively, also the fuel flow velocity is maintained constant at 62.5 m/s and the steady is set to 18 m/s. Instability Region. In Figure 15b , which depicts air velocity oscillations versus frequency, stability region is determined. At frequencies higher than 1100 Hz no flame instability is observed. Therefore, if the oscillation period is less than 9.09e-4 s, flashback does not occur. The study of simultaneous oscillations falls in two parts. The first part pertains to equal frequencies that is studied for the frequencies of 25, 50, 75 and 100 Hz. The second part focuses on unequal simultaneous frequencies. The results are presented in terms of stability criterion (0 indicates stable a flame and 1 indicates an unstable flame) as a function of amplitude. Figure 16a depicts stable region for the frequency of 25 Hz. As it is presented, for the amplitudes smaller than 0.35 m flame is stable while for larger amplitudes instability occurs as flashback. Also, Figure 16b depicts the stable region for the frequencies of 50 and 75 Hz. In this case, unstable region starts from the amplitude of 0.25 m where flashback occurs. Stable region for the frequency of 100 Hz is presented in Figure 16c where instability appears as flashback for the amplitudes larger than 0.2 m. Also, Figure 16d shows stability criteria for the case with unequal simultaneous frequencies. 
CONCLUSION
The results of the simulation of flame behavior with oscillating inlet flows were presented. Non-premixed flames respond to oscillating inlets in two forms, stable and unstable. Combustion instability, in this case, is observed as blow-off and flashback.
For oscillating fuel flow, the frequencies lower than 75 Hz lead to combustion instability which is observed as flame blow-off. If the frequency is higher than the limit (75 Hz) the flame remains stable. Also, at the frequencies lower than 15 Hz flame blow-off occurs near the fuel inlet while at higher frequencies it moves away from the fuel inlet.
Periodic oscillations in inlet flows directly affect flame behavior, in other words if the frequency and amplitude are in the risk region the time interval between two consecutive blow-off occurrences equals the period of oscillation.
Oscillations in fuel flow only in certain amplitudes may lead to combustion instability. Based on the results, as the frequency increases up to 25 Hz the amplitude of oscillations, which causes instabilities, decrease so that at the frequency of 25 Hz the critical amplitude is 0.45 m. Further increasing the frequency causes the critical amplitude to increase. The critical frequency for fuel oscillations was found to be 75 Hz.
Oscillations in air flow leads to two different flame behaviors: risk and risk free regions. In the risk region, the instability is observed as flashback. According to the results, the risk region is wider for air flow oscillations compared with that for fuel oscillations.
In the case of oscillating air flow, frequency is dominant over amplitude so that even small amplitudes may lead to flashback. The critical frequency in this case is 1100 Hz, meaning lower frequencies lead to instability.
When both fuel and air flows are oscillating simultaneously, if their frequency is equal, instability appears in form of flashback while for unequal frequencies instability may occur in both flashback and blow-off forms. 
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